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Sensitivity of CPT Tests with Neutral Mesons
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The sensitivity of experiments with neutral mesons to possible indirectCPT violation is examined.
It is shown that experiments conventionally regarded as equivalent can haveCPT reaches differing by
orders of magnitude within the framework of a minimalCPT - and Lorentz-violating extension of the
standard model. [S0031-9007(98)05411-8]

PACS numbers: 11.30.Er, 11.30.Cp, 14.40.Aq
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Neutral-meson interferometry is a powerful tool fo
investigating the discrete symmetryCPT . This product
of charge conjugationC, parity reflectionP, and time
reversalT is known to be an invariance of local rela-
tivistic quantum field theories of point particles in fla
spacetime [1]. Among the various tests ofCPT [2], the
sharpest published bounds are obtained with the neut
kaon system. As an example, theCPT figure of merit
rK ; jmK 2 mK jymK has recently been constrained to
rK , 1.3 3 10218 at the 90% confidence level by the ex
periment E773 at Fermilab [3,4].

In neutral-meson interferometry, bounds onCPT vio-
lation are extracted using a phenomenological descripti
of the meson time evolution. Denote byP0 any of the
possible neutral mesonsK0, D0, B0

d , B0
s produced us-

ing the strong interaction, and combine the Schröding
wave functions ofP0 and its opposite-flavor antiparticle
P0 into a two-component objectC. Then, the time evo-
lution of C is governed by a2 3 2 effective Hamiltonian
L through the equationi≠tC  LC. Off-diagonal com-
ponents ofL drive flavor oscillations betweenP0 andP0.

Two possible kinds ofCP violation can be studied
within this formalism. The one usually considered in
volvesT violation with CPT invariance and is controlled
by a parametereP. In the kaon system, for example, a
nonzero value ofeK is well established [2]. The other
involves CPT violation with T invariance. It is con-
trolled by a complex parameterdP ø DLyDl, where
DL ; sL11 2 L22dy2 is half the diagonal-element dif-
ference inL andDl is the eigenvalue difference. In the
kaon system, a bound onrK constrainsdK.

The parameterdP can be bounded experimentally
whether or not a nonzero value has any theoretic
basis. However, a framework forCPT violation based on
conventional quantum field theory does exist. The ide
is that apparent low-energyCPT and Lorentz breaking
might arise spontaneously within a more fundament
theory that is otherwiseCPT and Lorentz invariant [5].
Any apparent breaking at the level of the standard mod
would then merely reflect a feature of the vacuum rath
than a fundamental property of the theory [6]. Potential
observable effects within this general framework hav
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been studied in neutral-meson systems [7–10], in QE
[11], and in baryogenesis [12].

Apparent Lorentz andCPT violation of this type can
be incorporated in a general extension of the minim
SUs3d 3 SUs2d 3 Us1d standard model that preserve
gauge invariance and renormalizability [13]. In the unde
lying theory, the spontaneous breaking generates cons
background expectation values as usual, but the fields
volved are Lorentz tensors instead of Higgs scalars. In
standard-model extension, nonzero expectation values
pear as coupling constants with Lorentz indices. For e
ample, an expectation valueam would allow aCPT - and
Lorentz-violating term2amcgmc for a fermionc .

The present work investigates the sensitivity of neutr
meson experiments to indirectCPT -violating effects pro-
duced in the standard-model extension [14]. Most of t
theoretical considerations apply to any of the four neutr
meson systems. For definiteness, in the discussion
CPT tests some emphasis is placed on the E773 exp
ment mentioned above. The results are of immediate
terest forCPT tests because at present the framework
the standard-model extension seems to be the only av
able consistent theoretical basis for a nonzerodP within
conventional quantum field theory [15].

The first step is to obtain an explicit expression fordP

within the standard-model extension. A key point is th
the parameterdP must beC violating but P and T pre-
serving. This is because the strong-interaction statesP0,
P0 are eigenvectors of parity with the same eigenvalue,
the linear combinations forming the physical eigensta
PS, PL of L are parity eigenstates too. Parity is therefo
preserved during the time evolution of a neutral-mes
state, so anyCP violation appearing inL is really C vio-
lation with P invariance.

In the LagrangianL for the standard-model extension
the parameters controlling the Lorentz andCPT violation
are assumed suppressed by the (small) dimensionless
of the relevant light energy scale to the Planck scale [1
Thus, only contributions linear in these parameters cou
produce observableCPT violation in experiments with
neutral mesons. Also, sinceDL is flavor diagonal, any
term in L with both CPT breaking and flavor changing
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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would affectdP at most as the square of a small parame
and hence can be disregarded.

Remarkably, an inspection shows that only one ty
of term in the standard-model extension is flavor diago
while violatingC but preservingP andT . For each quark
field q it has the form2a

q
0 qg0q, wherea

q
0 is the zeroth

component of a background expectation valuea
q
m that

varies with the flavorq (cf. the usual Yukawa couplings)
Thus, at first order in perturbation theory the diagon
elements ofL depend only ona

q
0 .

This result is of particular interest both because no ot
CPT - and Lorentz-violating expectation values appe
and because to date no other experiments sensitive toa

q
m

have been identified. Note that higher-order correctio
from conventional interactions do not change the res
Pure strong or electromagnetic corrections preserveC, P,
T and therefore at most can modify the magnitude of
contributions proportional toa

q
0 . Any weak-interaction

corrections violatingC andP while preserving net flavor
would be suppressed by several orders of magnitu
Also, possible CPT violation in the gauge sector is
expected to be small [13] and in any case must app
as a higher-order correction here.

As a result ofCPT violation, the parametera
q1

0 for the
valence quarkq1 in the P0 meson contributes with op
posite sign toa

q2

0 for the antiquarkq2. This means
thatDL ~ Da0 ; saq2

0 2 a
q1

0 d at leading order [16]. The
proportionality constant can be found in perturbati
theory and is approximately one [7], so from the definiti
of dP one finds

dP ø i sinf̂ expsif̂dDa0yDm , (1)

where Dm ; mL 2 mS and Dg ; gS 2 gL are the
mass and decay-rate differences, respectively, betweePL

andPS, and wheref̂ ; tan21s2DmyDgd. A subscriptP
is understood on all these quantities.

The result (1), valid at leading order in all Lorentz
violating parameters in the standard-model extensi
holds forP0 mesons at rest in the (oriented) inertial fram
in which Da0 is specified. In considering the effects o
rotations and boosts on this result, one must keep
tinct transformations of the observer (laboratory) fram
from changes of the momentum or orientation of a p
ticle within a given observer frame. The former are co
ventional Lorentz transformations, and full covariance
maintained because the background fields are perceive
changed when the observer frame changes. In cont
changes of the particle momentum or orientation lea
unaffected the background values, producing (small)
parent changes in the intrinsic properties of the particle

Equation (1) shows that the result of aCPT test with
mesons at rest in the laboratory is explicitly rotatio
ally invariant. However, no experiments with mesons
rest have been performed. An approximation is provid
by the Cornell CLEO experiment, which involves (corr
lated)B mesons traveling at only about 6% of light spee
ter
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A measurement ofdB in this experiment might therefore
approximately boundDa0 via Eq. (1).

Most experiments involve relativistic mesons. This h
implications for theCPT reach because theL formalism
is obtained from nonrelativistic quantum mechanics, a
so for a boosted mesondP is defined in the comoving
frame. To obtain the analog of Eq. (1) valid for rela
tivistic mesons, one can take advantage of the covaria
of the standard-model extension under observer boo
Suppose a particle at rest in the laboratory frame is d
scribed by a Lagrangian including the term2a

q
mqgmq, as

before. Then, another particle with momentum related
the first by an inverse boostsL21dm

n is described in the
same frame by2a

q
msL21dm

nqgnq, since the background
valuea

q
m is fixed. The Lagrangian describing this booste

particle in a comoving observer frame is obtained by pe
forming an observer boost withL

m
n, under which both the

background values and the fields transform. The resul
a term2a

q0
m qgmq, whereaq0m  L

m
naqn. Thus, in the

comoving frame in which theL formalism is valid and
dP is defined, theCPT-violating physics is controlled by
a

q0
0 instead ofa

q
0 . For a four-velocitybm ; gs1, $bd, one

hasa
q0
0  bma

q
m and hence [17]

dP ø i sinf̂ expsif̂dgsDa0 2 $b ? D $adyDm , (2)

whereD $a ; $aq2 2 $aq1 .
Since the expressions fordP in Eqs. (1) and (2)

have the same phase, the real and imaginary pa
of dP are scaled in the same way when a meson
boosted in the laboratory. However, Eq. (2) shows th
there is an overall multiplicative factor ofg acting
to enhance theCPT -violating effect. Moreover, the
observedCPT violation for relativistic mesons depend
not only on Da0 but also on the anglea between $b
and D $a and on the magnitudesb of $b and Da of D $a.
Since jb cosaj , 1, the factor involvingDa is always
suppressed relative toDa0, although the combination
Da0 2 $b ? D $a may be larger or smaller thanDa0. Note
that if spontaneous Lorentz breaking generates only ze
component expectation values as seen in the labora
frame, thenD $a  0 for a meson at rest and so the value
dP is enhanced exactly by a factorg for a boosted meson.
If instead no pure zero-component expectation value
are generated, thenDa0  0 for a meson at rest,dP

depends ongbDa cosa, and a meson boost isnecessary
to observe any effect. Finally, ifDa . Da0, then there is
a hyperbola inb- cosa space along whichCPT violation
is exactly canceled and near which significant suppress
could reduce theCPT reach of certain experiments.

In an ideal case, increasing the statistics by a factorN
would improve theCPT reach by a factor

p
N . However,

the variation ofdP with g provides an alternative pos
sibility. Suppose for simplicity that data at fixeda are
obtained from an experiment in a regime wheredP ~ g

holds to a good approximation. Then, theCPT reach of
1819
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the experiment can be doubled either by quadrupling t
statistics or by doubling the boost.

One implication is that the bounds ondP reported from
different experiments may be inequivalent. Experimen
with comparable statistical precision can involve meson
with very different boosts and hence may have ver
different CPT sensitivity. In some experiments, the
boost factor is large. For example, theB mesons in the
proposed LHC-B experiment at CERN are expected
haveg . 15. Similarly, the E773 experiment at Fermilab
involves kaons with mean valueg . 102. The figure of
merit rK bounded in this experiment is proportional todK,
so in the above scenario the attainable sensitivity toCPT
violation is about 2 orders of magnitude better than th
limit on rK would naively suggest.

Many experiments with neutral mesons involve
distribution of momenta. IfCPT violation were indeed
detectable in such cases, then the predicted moment
dependence ofdP would provide a striking signal. The
presence of a momentum spectrum also has implicatio
for the extraction of aCPT bound. Consider first an
experimental asymmetryA that is directly sensitive to
a linear combination of the real and imaginary parts o
dP. An example is the fully integrated asymmetryAf for
uncorrelated neutral-B mesons described in Ref. [9]. In
a regime wheredP ~ g holds anda is constant,dP and
henceA both scale linearly withg. The mean valueA of
the asymmetry is then proportional tog, determined by
the form of the normalized meson-momentum spectrum
For example,g ~ p approximately for large momen-
tum magnitudesp, so in this case the effective meson
momentum determining theCPT reach is just the mean
momentump of the distribution [18].

Most experiments constraindP either through fits to
time-dependent asymmetries or from the measureme
of other quantities. For example, the E773 experime
measuresDm, the KS lifetime tS , and the usual two
phasesf12, Df ; f00 2 f12 related to ratios of
amplitudes for 2p decays: AsKL ! p1p2dyAsKS !
p1p2d ; jh12j expsif12d, and similarly for 2p0

decays. Definingx ; f12 2 f̂ 1 Dfy3, a bound
on jdKj ø jh12j jxj can be extracted using the es
tablished value [2] ofjh12j, along with a bound on
rK ø 2DmjdKjymK sinf̂. It can be shown that for small
CPT violation a scaling ofdK by g2yg1 occurring when
the meson boost is changed fromg1 to g2 would arise
largely from a corresponding additive change tof12 by
an amountfsg2yg1d 2 1g jxj, while the other measured
quantities remain essentially unchanged. In this cas
CPT violation would manifest itself as a momentum
dependence in the observed value off12 [19].

Since precision constraints ondP require high statistics,
experiments are performed over many days. For examp
the E773 data were collected over several months [3
Effects of the Earth’s motion on the meson velocities an
orientations must therefore be considered.
1820
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The parameterDam is constant in any special-
relativistic inertial frame. In a frame in the sola
neighborhood, the velocity of a laboratory on the Earth
surface is nonrelativistic, so any associated effects can
neglected. However, the rotation of the Earth about
axis introduces a time variation in the apparent orient
tion of D $a in an Earth-based laboratory [20]. If in an
experiment the data are taken with time stamps, then i
possible in principle to search directly for such variation
The appropriate expression fordP is Eq. (2) with an
apparent time dependence for the component ofD $a lying
in the Earth’s equatorial plane.

Useful bounds can also be obtained without time bi
ning. If, for example, the data are taken with a fixed or
entation of $b in the laboratory frame and are uniformly
distributed in time over a rotation period, then the only n
survivingCPT -violating effect arises from the componen
of $b ? D $a parallel to the Earth’s rotational axis. As an ex
ample of this geometrical effect, if the plane of the expe
ment is tangent to the Earth at latitudec andx is the angle
made by$b relative to the rotational north pole in this plane
thendP ~ gsDa0 2 b cosc cosxDakd, whereDak is the
component ofD $a parallel to the Earth’s rotational axis. If
by mischanceD $a is orthogonal to the Earth’s rotationa
axis, any experiments performed over many rotation pe
ods are sensitive only todP ~ gDa0. The latter also holds
for anyD $a if the mesons are boosted solely east-west.

For the E773 experiment,b cosc cosx . 0.6. An
estimate of the attainableCPT bound on the quantities
Dam is then jDa0 2 0.6Dakj ø mKrKy2g & 10220mK .
The scale of this bound is comparable to the ratio of t
kaon mass to the Planck mass. Note that time binni
could also be used to investigate the possibility of tim
variations, as suggested above. In any case, an impro
bound may be feasible in the near future using da
from the KTeV experiment at Fermilab or the NA48
experiment at CERN.

The E773 experiment involves collimated beams of u
correlated boosted mesons, but other types of experim
also exist. Boosted mesons traveling in different dire
tions can be produced in a collider. For example, uncor
latedB mesons with velocity orientation throughout mos
of the 4p range are accessible to CERN Large Electro
Positron Collider detectors. In experiments of this typ
CPT studies allowing for angular dependence ofdP by
binning the data in angle slices could in principle allow
separate extraction of bounds onDa0 andD $a. The effects
may be partially reduced by averaging due to the Earth
rotation. For example, for the special case of an int
grated uniform meson distribution transverse to the bea
the angular dependence of theCPT violation is reduced
by the time-averaged cosine of the angle betweenD $a and
the beam. This effect could be avoided by time binning

Another class of experiments involves correlatedPS-PL

pairs from quarkonium decays. The unboosted ca
(symmetric factory) produces primarily a line spectrum
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the momentum, so although a (small)g scale factor may
appear there is essentially no momentum dependen
However, the4p coverage provides potential sensitivity
to possible angular dependence. Note that the values
dP for the two mesons in each correlated pair are typical
different because they travel in opposite directions. Als
the effect of the Earth’s rotation must again be allowed fo
in the analysis. In contrast, the boosted case (asymme
factory) produces a meson-momentum spectrum, so
combination of momentum and angular dependence c
govern theCPT-violating effects.

This paper has considered the boost and orientation d
pendences appearing in theCPT -violating parameterdP

within the context of the Lorentz-violating standard-mode
extension. A related analysis for the usualCP-violating
parametereP shows that it too could acquire contributions
from Lorentz-violating terms in the standard-model exten
sion that involveC and T violation but preserveP (and
CPT ). However, the effect would require second-orde
flavor-changing contributions, and hence it is expected
be suppressed relative to the contributions todP discussed
above. Moreover, unlike the case ofdP, conventional
contributions toeP from low-energy physics can arise,
so any Planck-scale effect may be masked. It therefo
appears unlikely that observable boost or orientation d
pendence foreP would arise in the context of the presen
framework [21].
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